Curitiba's energy intelligence company will be at
the largest agricultural fair in Latin America
Fohat will present its solutions at AveSui Eurotier South America 2019 Digital
Farming Space, reserved for agribusiness startups

CURITIBA - The big names of the Brazilian agricultural industry will be gathered at the largest
animal protein fair in Latin America, between Tuesday and Thursday (July 23 and 25), in
Medianeira, 58 kilometres from Foz do Iguaçu. At AveSui Eurotier South America 2019, due
to the partnership with Gessulli Agribusiness and DLG (Deutsche Landwirtschafts
Gesellschaft - German Agricultural Society), there will be a space devoted exclusively to 10
agribusiness startups. Fohat, a Brazilian energy intelligence company with energy matrix
innovation solutions, is one of them.

Head of sales and marketing and Fohat co-founder Renan Schepanski, 35, will represent the
company at the event. On Tuesday (23), from 1PM, he participates in a lecture within the
Digital Farming Space about the biogas and bioenergy scenario in Brazil. It will specifically
present energy sector innovations for the poultry, pork, fish and milk industry. They will share
with him the chat, Rodrigo Régis de Almeida Galvão, president of CIBIOGÁS, and Yuri
Schmitke A. Belchior Tisi, from Girardi & Advogados Associados law firm. They will address
respectively the landscape of neogas and bioenergy and the regulatory issues surrounding
the area.

Fohat was one of 10 technology companies chosen by NRGHub (a collaborative platform that
promotes networking, innovation and sustainability in the renewable energy market) to be at
AveSui Eurotier South America 2019 Digital Farming Space. “It's a very important opportunity
for us to present the Fohat solutions and differentials for the agribusiness sector, where Brazil
is considered the first world because we are prepared to serve it offering potential to increase
its competitiveness and efficiency ”, says Renan Schepanski.

The executive explains that he will present his innovation solutions that enable energy
generation and self-sufficiency, in addition to commercializing more efficiently distributed
generation surpluses, which are formatted on different platforms. “Because Fohat strategically
operates end-to-end (P2P), its solution portfolio is organized by energy chain sector and
market segment, meaning the company has services and products for each link in the chain:

generation and accumulation. (with management and dispatch of distributed generation
assets), commercialization and consumption. The solutions, in turn, are tailored specifically to
the performance characteristics of each client, regardless of their sector - primary, secondary
or tertiary - or their market segment, such as industrial, agribusiness, mining, among others.
In Medianeira, we will focus on agrobusiness”, amendment.

Fohat is currently the largest energy market benchmark as it is the first and only company in
Latin America to apply blockchain technology to the energy sector as a signatory to the Energy
Web Foundation, the largest international institution in the industry. The Farming Digital Space
is an initiative of the Oswaldo Gessulli Institute (IOG) and NRG Soluções Sustentáveis and
NRGHub. In addition to Fohat, nine other agribusiness startups are participating: Agrotatil,
Agrisolus, Bley, CEPR1, E-Aware, Granter, Kemia, Mais Caipira and TransPORK.

About Fohat | Founded in 2017, Fohat (www.fohat.co) is a Brazilian energy intelligence
company with innovative solutions for the energy sector that enables the clean energy free
market by generating benefits for the planet, people and organizations with inclusive growth.
social inclusion, welfare and sustainable development (social, environmental and economic),
in full and practical alignment with the 3D´s market (decarbonization, decentralization and
digitization). It operates in the generation and accumulation areas (with management and
dispatch of distributed generation assets), commercialization and energy consumption. It is a
market reference in the energy sector, and is the first and only company in Latin America to
apply blockchain technology in the energy sector, and plays a leading role in the global energy
milestone of June 2019 with the launch of Energy Web. Chain (EWC), as a signatory to the
Energy Web Foundation, the largest international institution in the industry. On the web: @
fohat.co on Youtube, Linkedin, Instagram and Facebook.

